Capture that magic moment with the HP CA350 Digital Camera. The CA350 offers 10.3 megapixel resolution, 3X optical zoom, and 5X digital zoom to capture the finest detail of your subject, making it easy to take any photo with vivid detail for ultimate clarity. It provides a 2.7" vibrant LCD screen for clear & easy viewing pleasure. The CA350 is rich in features such as Smile Detection, Blink Detection, Face Detection, Red eye removal, different scene modes, and more. With up to 3200 ISO sensitivity, you can capture the smile of a child blowing out birthday candles in even dim light. It uses 2-AA size batteries for easy replacement so you don’t have to worry about running out of battery and missing any precious photo moments.

The CA350 comes with two fashionable colors: Black & Red.

Creative and Fun

Scene modes
- Give you the best camera settings in different environments to take great photos
- 28 available scene modes including night scenes, fireworks and landscape
- PASM (Program, Aperture-priority, Shutter-priority, Manual) modes give you the controls you need for the perfect shot

Image stabilizer
- When camera movement is detected, the camera makes adjustment to captured image to compensate for the motion
- Increases image clarity and reduces or eliminates undesired image jitter

Smile detection
- Takes 6 (six) continuous shots when a smile is detected
- Helps you capture smiles of moving people at different angles

Blink detection
- Automatically tracks faces and determines to a captured image contains subjects with blinded eyes
- Allows you to save or delete captured image immediately when a blink is detected

High sensitivity
- Ensures great picture quality even in very low light setting
- Up to ISO 1600 for all images, and ISO 3200 for images below 3 megapixel

MJPEG video capture
- Record VGA-quality video with audio

Key Specifications

- 10.3 Megapixel
- 2.7" LCD panel
- 3X optical zoom, 5X digital zoom
- 32MB internal memory
- Up to ISO 3200

Package Contents

- HP CA350 Digital Camera
- Wrist strap
- 0.8 meter USB cable
- Two AA batteries
- Quick start guide
- Software install and electronic user manual CD-ROM
- Warranty document

Warranty

One year limited hardware warranty from date of purchase

Questions about the HP CA350 Digital Camera?
Look us up online at http://www.hp.com
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